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Micro/nanomotors represent a burgeoning field of research featuring small devices capable of autonomous movement in

liquid environments through catalytic reactions and/or external stimuli.
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1. Introduction

Micro/nanomotors are small devices capable of moving autonomously in a liquid medium using catalytic reactions or an

external stimulus (chemical fuels, magnetic, ultrasound, or light). The main features generating the movement of these

motors are morphological asymmetry (generally created by the deposition of metals on one side of the motors, creating

two distinct hemispheres) and the consumption of chemical fuels, as presented later in more detail. Such small

automotive devices were recognized for performing sophisticated tasks while moving in different liquid media, which

allows them to be applied in the most diverse areas, namely detection, biomedicine, and environmental remediation .

This versatility has made these micro/nanomotors one of the most promising research topics worldwide.

Regarding the energy source used to generate propulsion, studies on micro/nanomotors can be grouped into five

categories corresponding to the type of energy involved: chemical fuels , magnetic fields , electric fields ,

acoustic , and light . Motors powered by chemical fuels often form bubbles or chemical gradients to move. The main

challenge in this type of motor is movement control and toxicity. Considering that the chemical fuel most described in the

literature is hydrogen peroxide (H O ), the intrinsic toxicity may limit the applicability of these catalytic micro/nanomotors

in the biomedical field. In this case, H O  can be catalytically decomposed into O  and H O molecules on the surface of

micro/nanomotors, creating a chemical gradient that triggers uncontrolled autonomous movement. Ultrasonication, a

recently tested energy source, provides robust propulsion but requires more sophisticated equipment. Magnetic motors

have their movement controlled under adjusted magnetic fields, which limit their application to specific functions. Electric

motors follow electrical gradients, limiting themselves mainly to two-dimensional movements. Motors powered by light,

especially solar, have gained prominence due to their advantages, such as their low cost, ease of control, and ability to

carry out complex tasks. Light, an abundant, remotely propagated, clean, and controllable energy source, is a promising

option for driving micro/nanomotors . The most recent reviews describing the main advances in the propulsion

conditions of light-driven micro/nanomotors  or light-powered micro/nanomachines without the use of chemical fuel 

to make the process greener and expand possible applications date back to 2018.

Propulsion Mechanisms

For a better understanding of the subsequent sections, it is important to make a summary of the different propulsion

mechanisms already described in the literature for light-driven micro/nanomotors.

Small devices moving through a fluid face a challenge due to their limited motion at a low Reynolds number ; that is,

they encounter a powerful viscous force. Scientists are working on various methods to tackle this issue and enhance the

devices’ controlled movement, countering the random Brownian motion that typically hinders them, as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Movement mechanisms of light-driven micro/nanomotors: (A) autothermophoresis, (B) autoelectrophoresis, (C)

bubbles, and (D) autodiffusiophoresis.

In photothermal propulsion, the thermophoretic force resulting from the temperature gradient drives the motor as the

temperature decreases. When light intensity increases, it generally generates more heat. This increase in temperature

creates a thermal gradient, that is, a temperature difference between the hottest and coldest regions. The

micro/nanomotors are designed to respond to these temperature changes, as they are made of heat-sensitive materials

that expand or contract with temperature variations. When there is a more significant thermal gradient (due to a higher

light intensity), the response of these materials is more pronounced. This change in the shape or volume of heat-sensitive

materials generates an acting force on the micro/nanomotors, causing them to move or perform some specific action.

Thus, in short, temperature controls the speed of these motors through its effect on heat-sensitive materials, influencing

the actuation force they generate.

For example, Yang et al. described the propulsion mechanism of micro/nanomotors irradiated with a near-infrared (NIR)

light source, in which the absorbed electromagnetic energy was dissipated with heat. Then, a thermal gradient was

formed around the surrounding liquid . This increase in temperature gradient resulted in movement by the auto-

thermophoresis of the photothermal materials. This way, it was possible to control the motors’ movement through the

illumination intensity of the NIR laser. Greater light intensity led to a more significant temperature gradient, resulting in a

greater actuation force of the micro/nanomotors.

In auto-electrophoretic propulsion, light plays a crucial role in generating an electric field that, in turn, drives micro- or

nano-sized particles. This phenomenon is based on the principles of electrophoresis, which is the movement of charged

particles in response to an electric field. In other words, light falls on the particles, activating specific properties that make

them electrically charged. The presence of the same light creates an electric field around the charged particles due to

electrophotonic interactions. The local electric field results from the asymmetric distribution of charged ions, which are

generated from photocatalytic reactions on the surface of micro/nanomotors, specifically on the surfaces of different types

of materials. As the electric field is generated under light irradiation, the charged micro/nanomotors are caused to move in

response to the area . In short, light acts as the trigger to generate electrical charges on particles, and the

interaction of these charges with the light-induced electric field results in particle movement. However, it should be noted

that depending on the properties of specific materials, such as the metals and semiconductors used to prepare light-

driven micro/nanomotors, the type of reaction triggered by the incidence of light can be differentiated. This approach is

explored in several applications, such as manufacturing light-driven micro/nanomotors for transporting cargo on a

microscopic scale.

In bubble-induced propulsion, the force generated by the bubbles drives the motors in an opposite direction. In this case,

light plays a key role in generating and manipulating gas bubbles. Light falls on a light-sensitive material, such as a

photocatalyst, and the light-sensitive material undergoes photolysis (the process in which light breaks down precursor

molecules, releasing gas (such as oxygen or hydrogen) as a byproduct). The released gas accumulates on the surface of
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the micromotor, forming bubbles. The accumulation of bubbles creates a pressure difference on the surface of the

micromotor. This results in the expulsion of the bubbles, creating an impulse that drives the micromotor in the opposite

direction.

In other words, as bubbles are released from the surface of the motors, resulting from the mostly redox reactions that

occur, this unleashes a driving force away from the surface of the motors . It is essential to highlight that in these

cases, the driving force is assumed to be balanced with the viscous drag force if the vertical forces are ignored.

Finally, in auto-diffusiophoretic propulsion (also named osmotic propulsion), light is crucial in creating chemical gradients

that lead to particle movement. The light falls on the surface of the particles, activating specific chemical reactions or

surface interactions that change the local chemical composition. As a result of irradiation, a local chemical change occurs

that leads to the formation of concentration gradients of certain substances around the particles. The resulting

concentration gradients induce a directional movement of the particles, known as diffusiophoresis. This movement occurs

due to diffusion forces arising when particles move toward lower- or higher-concentration regions. The directional

movement of particles, induced by diffusiophoresis, results in autodiffusiophoretic propulsion.

In short, light creates chemical gradients around particles, triggering directional movement based on diffusion forces. This

phenomenon is especially exploited in micromotors and micro/nanometer-scale particles to achieve controlled propulsion

in liquid environments .

There are other movement mechanisms, less described in the LDSM literature, namely photoinduced deformation

propulsion, which refers to a propulsion method occurring through shape change (bending, expanding, or contracting)

activated by light (photoinduced). This mechanism is particularly associated with photoactive polymeric materials  and

liquid crystals  and may also be referenced in metallic compounds that possess properties changing according to the

specific light incidence (in terms of intensity, polarization, or frequency). In the case of LDSM, this movement mechanism

can be associated with LDSM hybrids with polymers . Light-induced surface tension variation is another movement

mechanism that exploits the ability to alter the surface tension of liquids through exposure to light, in order to generate

movement and force on LDSM. In this case, a semiconductor with chemical or physical properties altered by light

exposure can directly affect the surface tension of the surrounding liquid, resulting in its movement . Another example

is localized light exposure, which can create gradients of surface tension, with areas of higher and lower tension. These

gradients can induce liquid flows or move LDSM placed on the liquid surface, exploiting the phenomenon known as the

Marangoni effect, where the liquid flows from areas of low surface tension to areas of high surface tension .

2. Light-Driven Semiconductor-Based Micro/Nanomotors

LDSM are mobile devices created from materials that conduct electricity activated by light, as is the case with some metal

oxides (i.e., TiO , ZnO, CuO , BiVO , WO ) . Materials, in general, have two energy bands: the valence band (highest

occupied) and the conduction band (lowest unoccupied), separated by an interval called band gap (Eg) that defines

electrical conductivity. Non-conducting materials have a large Eg (≥4 eV), which limits electron transfer. Semiconductors

have intermediate conductivity (Eg between 1 and 4 eV), and the higher the Eg value, the lower the range of radiation

wavelengths capable of triggering propulsion. In other words, the higher the Eg, the lower the visible (Vis) light absorption

capacity of the semiconductor. The compilation of recent data from the literature, presented in Table 1, shows that to

produce LDSM, materials with photocatalytic activity, namely metal oxides (highlighting TiO , CuO , and ZnO), are mainly

used in these materials. These are chosen because they can utilize energy from external light sources and surrounding

chemicals to achieve efficient propulsion. Its photocatalytic properties convert optical and chemical energy into

mechanical movement through photocatalytic reactions, making it possible to obtain motors with propulsion modulation

through chemical concentration or light intensity. In other words, micro/nanomotors based on photocatalytic

semiconductors can have controlled propulsion, for example, by simply regulating the intensity of the light source with

on/off tests (turning on the irradiation source, letting it reach the maximum speed and turning off the source), or even by

the position of the irradiation beam. Furthermore, they can operate with low optical and chemical energy input, making

them ideal for industrial applications. Another important factor to consider in this type of motor is the production of free

radicals during photocatalytic reactions that offer the potential for environmental remediation, especially in the degradation

of organic pollutants, since the gradient or asymmetric distribution of photocatalytic products generated by photocatalysts

when exposed to the light of a specific wavelength (such as ions, molecules or gases), trigger cycles of redox reactions

with the surrounding reactants that interfere with propulsion, which may or may not be beneficial.

Table 1. Compilation of recent literature data on the production and performance of LDSM.
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Chemical

Composition

Propulsion

Mechanism
Morphology

Scale

(nm)

Light Range and

Maximum

Intensity

(mW.cm )

Velocity

[μm.s ]
Ref.

TiO /Au motors Self-electrophoretic
Janus hollow

sphere
~800 UV (16) 48.5

TiO -Fe motors Self-electrophoresis Janus sphere ~2000 UV (21) 7.8

TiO @N-Au

motors

Self-electrophoresis

n
Wire

235 ±

35
Vis (100) 2.5 ± 0.4

TiO Au motors
Self-electrophoresis

and acoustic effect
Capsule ~2150 UV (80) 39.5

2D TiO  motors Bubble-propelled Tubes 150 UV (50) 52.0

Au/TiO  motors Self-electrophoresis Capsule 175 Vis (100) 1.9 ± 0.5

Hybrid TiO /Au/Pt

motor
Self-diffusiophoresis Janus sphere ~1000 UV (10) 13.0

Cubes Co O

@TiO  and

Platelets

Co O @TiO

Brownian diffusion

and

self-electrophoresis

Janus sphere 900
UV (20)

Vis (16)

Cubes—5.0 and

10.0

Platelets—13.9

and 19.3 for Vis

and UV light

Au/TiO  motors Self-diffusiophoresis Pillars 1500 UV (320) 4.0

Hydrogel-based

motors
Bubble-propelled Spheres

200–

370
UV (300) 100.0 to 135.0

Hybrid TiO @SiO

motors
Self-diffusiophoresis

Janus

spheres

elongated

3200 UV (20) 5.0 ± 2.0

Hybrid

light/acoustic-

powered motors

Self-diffusiophoresis

Janus

spheres

elongated

1500 UV (50) 27.0 ± 9.0

Cu@TiO  and

Au@TiO  motors

Self-electrophoresis

and diffusiophoresis

Janus

spheres
700 UV (315)

Au = 23.0

Cu = 38.0

Au@TiO -SiO

motors
Self-electrophoresis

Janus

spheres

elongated

250 NIR (10) 0.7 ± 0.1
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Chemical

Composition

Propulsion

Mechanism
Morphology

Scale

(nm)

Light Range and

Maximum

Intensity

(mW.cm )

Velocity

[μm.s ]
Ref.

TiO /Pt; SiO /Pt

ZnO/Pt motors
Self-electrophoresis

Janus

spheres
~3000 NIR (10) 21.0 to 30.0

Magnetic CoO–

TiO  motors
Self-electrophoresis

Janus

sphere
~4000

UV (100)

Vis (6)

Vis = 11.5 ± 0.7

UV = 6.2 ± 0.2

TiO /MnO  motors Bubble-propelled
Janus

sphere
240 UV (20) 48.1

Metal/TiO  motors

((Pt, Au, Ag, Fe,

Cu)

Self-electrophoresis
Janus

sphere
2200 UV (40)

Pt = 8.9; Au =

2.1

Ag = 3.6; Fe =

4.3

Cu = 5.1

TiO –Pt motors Self-electrophoresis
Janus

sphere
1200 UV (123) 35.0

TiO  motors Self-electrophoresis
Hollow

spheres
~1000 UV–LED (590) 6.5 to 9.5

Au/TiO /Cu O

hybrid motors

Self-electrophoresis

and diffusiophoresis

Spheres

elongated
~5000 UV–Vis (600)

Value not

calculated

dielectric

SiO /TiO  motors
Self-electrophoresis Spheres ~1000 UV (35) 8.6

MOFs

funcionalizado
Self-electrophoresis

Spheres

elongated
2600 UV–Vis (14) 40.0

Au-ZnO motors Self-electrophoresis Rods 90 UV (250) 24.2

ZnO/Pt motors Self-electrophoresis
Janus

spheres
~2000 UV (135) 32.0

Sb Se /ZnO

motors
Self-electrophoresis Wire 100 UV (200) 3.9

ZnO/ZnO /Pt

motor

Self- diffusiophoresis

and

bubble-propelled

Janus

spheres
5000 Vis (20) 352.0
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Chemical

Composition

Propulsion

Mechanism
Morphology

Scale

(nm)

Light Range and

Maximum

Intensity

(mW.cm )

Velocity

[μm.s ]
Ref.

Au/ Fe O  motors
Self-electrophoresis

and diffusiophoresis
Rods 200 Vis (33) 37.2

ZnO/Pt motors
Self-electrophoresis

diffusiophoresis
Sheets ~1000 UV (400) 2.5

Graphene Aerogel

motors
Self-electrophoresis

Janus

spheres

100–

1000
NIR (9) 17.6

GQDs/PtNPs

motors
Self-diffusiophoretic Tubs nano Vis (N/A) 440.0

Cu O@GO motors

Self-electrophoresis/

diffusiophoretic and

thermophoresis

Spheres ~2000
Vis (32)

NIR (2.5)
16.6

Cu O motors Self-diffusiophoretic Spheres ~1000 Vis (84) 107.0

Cu O@CdSe

motors
Self-diffusiophoretic

Octahedral

structure
~1000 UV–Vis (180) 55.1

Cu O motors Self-diffusiophoretic
Octahedral

structure
864 UV–Vis (180) 10.8

GO/BiVO  motors Self-diffusiophoretic Spheres micro Vis (180) 25

Single-component

BiVO  motors
Self-diffusiophoretic Janus star

4000–

8000
UV–Vis (5) 5 ± 1

TiO /Pt motors Self-electrophoresis Janus sphere ~1 μm UV (40) 9.7 ± 1.98

Au-Cu motors Bubble-propelled Tubes ~1 μm NIR (6.4) 2.2 ± 0.3

TiO  crystalline

motors

Self-electrophoresis/

diffusiophoretic
Janus sphere

500

nm
UV (80) 11

WO  motors Self-diffusiophoretic Spheres 1-2 μm UV (160) 2.0  ±  0.1

N/A—Not applicable.

Table 1 presents a selection of the articles published in the past 5 years (2018–2023) on LDSM having, in the

researchers' view, the most significant implications on the optimization of light-driven movement. This table shows the

main factors to consider for a more efficient and controlled propulsion speed: chemical constitution, morphology, scale,
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mechanisms of action, light source, and respective intensity. For each study, optimized movement speeds were presented

to facilitate comparison.

2.1. Semiconductors Most Used in the Preparation of Light-Driven Micro/Nanomotors

As previously mentioned, and corroborated by Table 1, the semiconductors most used to prepare LDSM are metal oxides

with photocatalytic activity and some carbon sources. In the following sub-sections, the semiconductors most used for

preparing LDSM will be presented. After a summary of the previous state of the art, innovative and representative

examples of the advances achieved in the past 5 years are presented.

2.1.1. Light-Driven TiO -Based Micro/Nanomotors

TiO  has always been the most used semiconductor metal oxide to produce LDSM, due to its photocatalytic

characteristics associated with chemical stability under light irradiation, low cost, and low toxicity . Light-driven TiO

micro/nanomotors have been widely reported, considering the high applicability of this semiconductor in photocatalysis.

With TiO  being the semiconductor most used to produce photocatalysts and LDSM being sophisticated versions of

photocatalysts, extensive use of TiO  in the production of LDSM is expected. The first example of TiO -based micromotor

systems was reported in 2010 by Sen and collaborators . Since then, several studies have been reported with TiO -

based micro/nanomotors . Many parameters have been scrutinized in recent years to

prepare more efficient TiO -based micromotors, namely the morphology, scale, and degree of crystallinity of the

semiconductor. The spherical and tubular shape on the micrometric scale has been more widely described in the literature

due to the simplicity of the synthesis methods, as well as the reproducibility and controllability of other important

parameters . However, in the recent past, attempts have been made to reduce the scale, a slow process considering

the difficulty inherent in the reproducibility of the synthesis process. The structure asymmetry is one of the most discussed

parameters for obtaining propulsion for light-driven TiO -based motors.

The agglomeration effects and propulsion conditioned by the interaction between motors were explored and often avoided

through the crystallinity of the semiconductor . The different degrees of crystallinity, easily obtained with this type of

semiconductor (anatase and rutile), are also the subject of extensive study, considering the importance of this parameter

for optimizing the photocatalytic process and consequent acceleration of the propulsion mode. The anatase phase of TiO

has generally been considered the most effective crystalline phase for obtaining TiO -based micro/nanomotors with an

improved photocatalytic activity, resulting in faster movement. In other words, the main motivation in the study and

development of this type of motor, until 2016, was to understand the propulsion mechanism inherent to the different

morphologies and ways of optimizing the same mechanism to accelerate the light-driven movement. More recently, in

addition to improved propulsion speed and testing less dense structures , the focus has been on overcoming one of the

significant limitations of the use of TiO  in LDSM, the high value of Eg (~3 eV), which restricts the activation of TiO -based

micromotors upon UV light irradiation (≤390 nm). Different strategies have been explored, in the past few years, to expand

the light-absorption capabilities of TiO -based micromotors to the visible region, i.e., a combination of TiO  with a Vis-light-

absorbing photocatalyst by a p-n junction , surface doping , dye sensitization , or reducing TiO  to black

TiO  . Gibbs and collaborators  recently explored joining two photocatalytic semiconductors, TiO  and CuO , to

prepare hybrid micromotors. In this study, a p-type semiconductor (the dominant charge carriers are positive “holes”) such

as CuO  was conjugated with an n-type semiconductor (in which the dominant charge carriers are electrons) such as TiO

to modify the electrical conductivity of the hybrid photocatalyst. These micromotors were produced by electron beam

evaporation, using SiO  microspheres as a support. Initially, TiO  was deposited at an oblique angle on SiO , then the

sample stage was rotated by 180°, and Cu was deposited on the “tail” of TiO , generating chevron-shaped morphologies.

These hybrid micromotors showed self-propulsion in water under UV and Vis irradiation (380–450 nm), through

translational and rotational movements, respectively. The use of the n-type semiconductor (TiO ) resulted in the

introduction of a small amount of an impurity into the CuO  crystalline structure that modified its electronic properties,

giving rise to additional energy states in the band gap, which thus reduced the band gap. A potential barrier is formed at

the interface of the CuO  (p-type semiconductor) and TiO  (n-type semiconductor) junction, creating an internal electric

field. This interface acts as a barrier to prevent e /h  recombination, one of the strategies to increase the photocatalytic

efficiency of TiO -based motors. This strategy, in addition to being able to be applied to other semiconductors, such as

ZnO, has the advantage of being a more economical approach since noble metals, widely used in the production of

efficient micromotors , are not necessary for this approach.

Sensitization with organic dyes of Si/TiO  nanotrees was demonstrated by Zheng et al.  to obtain Vis-light-driven

nanomotors. In this study, dyes with a different sensitivity to Vis light (green, red, and blue) were incorporated into the

surface of the Si/TiO  nanotree to control the nanomotors’ movement depending on the source of irradiated light. The

method of producing large-scale nanotree structures was based on a modified metal-assisted chemical etching process.
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This was followed by the hydrothermal growth of the TiO  nanowires. Before the dye adsorption step, the Janus TiO /Si

nanotree forest was heat treated in air at 450 °C for 30 min. For sensitization, three different dyes were used—N719, D5,

and SQ2. The prepared nanotree forests were stained by immersion in an ethanolic dye solution, for incorporation of the

dyes, each with a Vis light absorption capacity in a particular range. Thus, when blue or red Vis light is applied, the groups

of Si/TiO  nanomotors with SQ2 and D5, respectively, will be activated and presented with a movement controlled by the

action of the corresponding light source.

The reduction of TiO  to its black form is a method that can decrease the bandgap energy. Black TiO  can be obtained

through thermal treatment (temperature ramps up to approximately 400 °C) in controlled environments, such as reducing

atmospheres (e.g., nitrogen atmosphere) or under vacuum conditions. This process can induce changes in the crystal

structure that can involving the introduction of defects, such as oxygen vacancies, interstitial defects, and structural

disorder, thereby creating additional electronic states within the bandgap and reducing the bandgap energy.

Consequently, electrons can be excited by lower-energy photons, such as those from visible light, thereby increasing the

absorption efficiency of TiO  in this region of the electromagnetic spectrum. The utilization of black TiO  to create LDSM

based on TiO  with propulsion driven by visible light has been discussed in the literature as a beneficial alternative for

achieving solar-light-driven self-propulsion, particularly suitable for biomedical applications .

The nanomotors, specifically SQ2 (red) and D5 (blue), exhibited spontaneous trajectories forming the letters ‘r’ and ‘b’ as

they navigated under the influence of blue and red light, respectively. This happened because the red illuminations (660

nm) were constant in terms of position and irradiation intensity, while the 475 nm blue illuminations were lit sequentially

from various directions to rotate the sensitized micromotor contained the D5 dye, regardless of the direction of the red

illumination. During this process, the orientation of the SQ2-loaded micromotor was locked by the illumination direction of

the 660 nm red light and did not show any rotation with the blue light source. Comparatively, fixed blue 475 nm

illumination with rotating red 660 nm illumination only drove the rotation of the sensitized micromotor SQ2 without

affecting the alignment of the sensitized micromotor D5. This study demonstrated that dye-sensitized micromotors could

indeed be controlled independently.

Therefore, this work had a double importance, considering obtaining a propulsion response driven by Vis light and the

possibility of obtaining independent movement for each nanomotor to create an essential cooperative action for different

applications, particularly in biomedicine.

2.1.2. Light-Driven ZnO-Based Micro/Nanomotors

ZnO also stands out as a semiconductor with auspicious photocatalytic properties, boosted by its non-toxicity, high

electron mobility, and an Eg ~3.37 eV. This characteristic gives ZnO a wide range of radiation absorption and high

photostability, in addition to being a semiconductor that easily converts light energy into kinetic energy to drive motors.

Furthermore, ZnO is known to have a high electron and hole mobility, which may contribute to a faster response to light

stimuli. However, despite these advantages, its application in motor research is limited due to its high density and low

colloidal stability. Even so, ZnO-based photocatalytic materials have been recognized as promising agents in the

photocatalysis of environmental pollutants, with potential applications in light-driven micro/nanomotors.

The compilation of different studies carried out until 2018 with light-driven ZnO-based micro/nanomotors described

several applications and developed different key points that include propulsion mechanisms, energy efficiency, and

possible biomedical applications. Many studies have explored different propulsion mechanisms for ZnO-based

micromotors, such as the release of oxygen bubbles or the generation of electrochemical currents under the influence of

light, to make these motors faster.

There was an emphasis on optimizing energy efficiency, trying to maximize the conversion of light energy into the efficient

movement of micromotors.

In the past 5 years, the focus in the study of ZnO LDSM has continued to be the optimization of the propulsion mechanism

to accelerate the movement, but also the concern of its the directional control . The ability to control light-

driven ZnO-based micro/nanomotors remotely by playing with the positioning and intensity of the light source has been

widely studied, aiming at the development of precise control systems. Combined with this, the exploration of the

nanometer scale proved to be effective in improving propulsion both in speed and direction control. An example of this

was the study of light-driven Au–ZnO nanorod motors developed using hydrothermal methods to remove antibiotics from

aquatic environments . This study considered different parameters, such as the size and diameter of the nanorods, to

obtain nanomotors with controlled and efficient propulsion. The 0.85 ± 0.16 μm size combined with a diameter of 90 ± 24
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nm were considered ideal parameters for improved movement. UV light intensity was also considered for propulsion

control purposes. With on/off tests, it was possible to verify that when the light was turned off, the speed of the

nanomotors gradually decreased from 24 ± 4 μm·s  to Brownian motion. The presence of Au allowed the optimization of

the separation of charges on the nanorods’ surface, positively affecting both the self-propulsion and the photocatalytic

degradation performance of tetracycline.

The study of the size of ZnO/Pt Janus motors (1.5 to 5 μm) showed a notable difference in light-driven speed resulting

from different propulsion mechanisms due to different porosity scales. In other words, the smaller micromotors (1.5 μm)

exhibited self-diffusiophoresis due to their microporous structure, obtained through the catalytic decomposition of H O

inside the particle. The rapid propulsion observed in the 5 μm micromotors was attributed to the mesoporous interface

structure, leading to efficient bubble nucleation and expulsion through the generation of small, high-density microbubbles.

The impressive bubble propulsion speed exhibited by the mesoporous ZnO/Pt micromotors set a new standard when

compared to previously reported Janus micromotors utilizing non-heavy materials such as PS and silica. In this way, it

was possible to obtain a very fast micromotor (350 μm·s ) by adjusting the diameter of the Janus structure to 5 μm,

representing a double acceleration compared to smaller micromotors .

Integration with other materials, especially through hybridization with other semiconductors, has also been highlighted in

recent years, considering the need to overcome some limitations inherent to semiconductors in their individual state,

through synergistic and/or cumulative effects. Some studies have explored the integration of ZnO with other materials to

further improve the performance of micromotors. For example, Zhang and collaborators presented core-shell nanomotors

utilizing Sb Se  nanowires as the core . These nanowires were prepared via the physical vapor deposition method,

with a polycrystalline ZnO shell (150 nm) applied to the Sb Se  nanowire through atomic layer deposition. The ZnO shell

functions as a charge collector for both Sb Se  nanowire photovoltaics and nanomotors. This study showcased a

breakthrough in micromotor navigation. A significantly faster and more precisely targeted navigation of the general

micromotor was achieved through the strategic assembly of two cross-aligned nanomotors and the application of

polarized light. This investigation focused on the polarization state of light, exploiting the anisotropic crystalline structure of

the motor that facilitated the preferential adsorption of polarized light parallel to the Sb Se  nanowires.

As a result, the Sb Se /ZnO core-shell nanomotor exhibited robust dichroic swimming behavior, displaying a movement

speed three times faster when illuminated with parallel polarized light compared to perpendicular polarized light.

Moreover, incorporating two cross-aligned dichroic nanomotors led to the development of polarotactic nanomotors,

endowed with the ability to control the movement direction based on the polarization of the incident light. This

advancement not only enhances the speed and precision of micromotor navigation but also opens up possibilities for

applications where directional control is crucial.

2.1.3. Light-Driven CuO -Based Micro/Nanomotors

CuO  is also one of the photocatalytic semiconductors used for the production of light-driven micro/nanomotors, mainly

due to the reduced Eg (approximately 0.75 eV) that makes the motors based on CuO  Vis-light-responsive. The high

surface area that increases the adsorptive capacity of these micro/nanomotors is also an important characteristic of this

semiconductor.

Research into light-driven micromotors using CuO  has been and continues to be less common than that using materials

such as ZnO or TiO . However, in general, the few publications that have been presented on light-driven CuO -based

motors have focused on optimizing the efficiency of converting light energy into efficient propulsion in specific applications

such as biosensing and drug delivery , through tests with structures with different morphologies and sizes.

In the past 5 years, the number of publications on light-driven CuO -based motors has increased, with the main objective

of optimizing the process of converting light energy into movement. The main novelty involves the optimization of surface

characteristics related to the crystalline state of the semiconductor and the capability to manipulate different crystalline

facets on the surface of the same LDSM . For example, using CuO  as a semiconductor associated with

asymmetric structures with specific geometry was one of the strategies described to achieve Vis-light-driven

micro/nanomotors . In this study, the authors considered CuO  to prepare the micro/nanomotors because it is a

semiconductor with a high surface area, responsive to Vis light irradiation, and with different crystalline phases that can

enhance self-propulsion. The previous characteristics were combined with a truncated octahedron morphology that

allowed the preservation of the controllable crystalline facets {100} and {111} in a single colloid. These morphological and

crystallinity characteristics are essential to achieve directed and efficient propulsion. These parameters will be covered in

greater detail in the following sections. In this case, it is necessary to highlight the relevant choice of CuO  as a base

material, which combined all these essential characteristics to prepare highly efficient Vis-light-driven micro/nanomotors.
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Another work was described on Vis-light-driven micro/nanomotors based on CuO , and in this case, the choice of

semiconductor was made considering the possibility of introducing oxygen-vacancy-based Cu O to improve the self-

propulsion of the micro/nanomotors . Oxygen vacancies are crystalline defects that trap photogenerated electrons,

increasing the materials’ photocatalytic activity. These motors can be synthesized in a single step, with low costs and

without additional modifications. Cu O micro/nanomotors demonstrate excellent propulsion on biocompatible fuels such

as tannic acid. These motors reached maximum speeds of up to 18 µm·s  in pure water under Vis light, comparable to

conventional Pt-based catalytic micromotors powered by toxic H O  .

2.1.4. Hybrid Light-Driven Semiconductor-Based Micro/Nanomotors

The mixture of two or more semiconductors in the same LDSM has the advantage of reconciling and/or creating

synergistic effects between the main characteristics of each semiconductor, as well as overcoming some of the limitations

of each semiconductor in its individual state. Since work with LDSM began, one of the limitations most mentioned by

researchers has been the limited charge separation for light-driven micromotors of single-component semiconductors,

which leads to weak propulsion power and low motion. Therefore, it is important to construct hybrid structures to increase

the photocatalytic performance, improve the motor motility, and satisfy the demand for practical applications.

Chen et al. described the production of Vis-light-driven Cu O@CdSe micromotors with excellent cationic dye removal

capabilities . The gap between the Cu O and CdSe semiconductors formed a heterojunction that effectively inhibited

the recombination of photogenerated e /h  pairs and improved the photocatalytic activity and, consequently, the

propulsion speed of the Cu O@CdSe micromotors. Self-propulsion reached a maximum speed of 42 μm·s  in biological

environments due to the formation of the asymmetric chemical concentration gradient around the motors. Furthermore,

the adsorbent capacity of the Cu O@CdSe micromotors was confirmed with a fast adsorption rate of 96% in methyl blue

after 10 min, mainly because of the high surface area of Cu O.

Another process for obtaining Vis-light-driven hybrid nanomotors was proposed by Ge and collaborators . This work

described new nanomotors that moved in response to Vis light by Janus TiO /MnO  nanoparticles and aimed to create

cost-effective nanomotors activated by Vis light without needing heavy metals for the required movement asymmetry. The

synthesis process was based on the growth of MnO  nanoflakes in one of the hemispheres of TiO  spheres by the

photoreduction of KMnO  under aerobic conditions. In this case, propulsion was dependent on the use of H O .

Considering the catalytic decomposition of H O  promoted by MnO  nanoflakes, the engaging propulsion mechanism

generates oxygen bubbles and consequently repels the nanomotors forward in the solution. For this reason, compared to

other noble-metal-propelled Janus nanomotors (characterized by a self-electrophoretic propulsion mechanism),

TiO /MnO  are still weak in propulsion speed (48 μm·s ). To overcome this limitation, it was proposed to reduce the

weight of the nanomotors or prepare a binary composite of a noble metal and MnO  to further improve the catalytic

performance in the decomposition of H O  and consequently improve propulsion.

Hybrid light-driven semiconductor-based micro/nanomotors is a recent topic that will certainly be emphasized in the future.

The blend involving carbon constituents, specifically graphene, posited as a potential semiconductor, has proven to be a

beneficial and exceedingly promising prospect

Light-Driven Graphene-Based Micro/Nanomotors

Graphene has exhibited promise as a semiconductor on a small scale in prior research, but the surge in studies pertaining

to its application in LDSM has increased significantly. It is represented by a two-dimensional hybridized sp2-carbon sheet

with attractive properties, such as a large surface area, good electrical conductivity, high intrinsic mobility, and excellent

mechanical resistance . Generally, it is used as a base material where catalyst nanoparticles are distributed

asymmetrically to propel the graphene particle . Using graphene as the main component provides new possibilities

for applying light-driven micro/nanomotors, mainly in biomedicine and environmental remediation. For example, the

coupling of graphene to micro/nanomotors makes it possible to create dynamic platforms for water decontamination by

increasing the adsorption capacity of organic pollutants . The first studies on light-driven graphene-based motors

explored possible combinations of graphene with other materials to optimize the properties of micromotors (generally

metal oxides) to increase the efficiency of converting light energy into movement. Another point addressed was

modifications to the surface of the graphene-based motors to improve propulsion efficiency or to allow specific

functionalization for specific applications. Despite all of this, the number of scientific publications on light-driven

micromotors using graphene has been relatively limited, and it has been in the past 5 years that there has been greater

interest in this material due to its unique properties .
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The main points covered in the recent literature on light-driven graphene oxide (GO)-based micro/nanomotors have

included using light to generate temperature gradients on the GO surface, resulting in directional movement . This

could involve absorbing light and converting that energy into motion, thus creating photothermal micromotors. For

example, Yang and collaborators described the highly efficient light-driven micromotor composed of Cu O@GO, capable

of being propelled by various biocompatible fuels . By the hybridization of Cu O and GO, the micromotors exhibited an

enhanced photocatalytic performance, enabling efficient propulsion under Vis and NIR light. Compared to conventional

Cu O micromotors driven solely by visible light, the Cu O@GO micromotors achieved three times faster movement

across the entire visible light spectrum when fueled by glucose. Moreover, the motors, benefiting from the enhanced

photocatalysis and local photoinduced thermal effects induced by GO, can be powered by near-infrared light using

biocompatible fuels like glucose, leucine, and urea solutions, reaching speeds of up to 11 µm·s  (for glucose). This

innovative approach of improving light-driven micromotor performance through GO doping offers a promising avenue for

developing micromotors with potential applications in biological environments.

The general interest in developing and optimizing methods to control graphene-based micromotor direction and speed

using different light characteristics, such as intensity or polarization, has continued to be one of the main objects of study

in the past 5 years. NIR light-steered graphene aerogel has been described as a promising micromotor with controlled

self-propulsion . These micromotors, with a Janus structure, were based on reduced graphene oxide aerogel

microspheres (RGOAM) obtained by an electrospray methodology. Using aerogel particles, this methodology made it

possible to obtain micromotors with crucial isotropic characteristics, namely low density, which allowed efficient self-

propulsion without adding chemical fuels. The low density reduces the resistance to fluids on the water surface, making

RGOAM motors faster (up to 18 µm·s ) than the recent literature has reported. The direction and speed of movement in

the water were controlled by the NIR light on/off effect. Considering the high adsorption and charge capacity provided by

reduced graphene oxide, these micromotors were successfully applied in the active charge–transport–release of dyes on

demand.

Yang et al. described a highly efficient light-driven Cu O@GO micromotor that can be propelled by biocompatible fuels

such as glucose . In this study, the main objective of using GO was to obtain self-propulsion by Vis and/or NIR light.

Compared to conventional Cu O micromotors, which can only be driven by Vis light, Cu O@GO micromotors showed

speeds three times faster (17 μm·s ) under the same conditions using glucose as fuel. The values were slightly lower

than the propulsion speed achieved when using NIR light (11 µm·s ). Proof of the propulsion by NIR light, although

slower, associated with the use of biofuels could be crucial for potential biological applications.

It is important to note that the field of light-driven graphene-based micromotors has evolved rapidly, and a more significant

number of publications is expected in the coming years aimed at possible specific applications, mainly in biomedicine. The

exploration of other possible applications for these micromotors includes targeted drug delivery or micro/nanometric scale

manipulation.

Light-Driven MXene-Based Micro/Nanomotors

Another class of 2D hybrid LDSM has emerged recently, utilizing derivatives of MXenes. MXenes are a group of 2D

materials characterized by the general formula M X Tx (n = 1, 2, 3), where M represents transition metals such as Ti, X

represents C and/or N, and Tx denotes the surface-terminating functionality, which can be −O, −F, or −OH. Their

multilayer structure provides a large surface area, making them appealing for the development of new LDSM.

In a pioneering study, sandwich-like structures comprising TiO @Ti C /Pt were created to serve as LDSM . The Ti C

nanoflakes (derived from exfoliated MXene microparticles) were subjected to a Pt deposition process on one side, which

allowed this side to be protected from oxidation while increasing the photocatalytic activity of the new LDSM.

Simultaneously, the exposed side of the Ti C  nanoflakes spontaneously formed a superficial TiO  layer through oxidation,

triggering enhanced self-propulsion. This study presented an innovative proof of concept for fuel-free LDSM utilizing 2D

materials, showcasing enhanced photodegradation capabilities against environmental pollutants.

Another investigation focused on converting Ti C Tx MXene microparticles into photocatalytic TiO  through thermal

annealing processes while preserving the distinctive multilayered structure of MXenes. Following Pt layer deposition and

surface impregnation with magnetic γ-Fe O  nanoparticles, the resulting micromotors exhibited enhanced self-propulsion

(16 μm·s ) when exposed to UV light in pure water .

Following a similar line of research, Urso et al.  explored LDSM based on TiO  microparticles derived from MXenes,

utilizing Au and Ag, which revealed different electronic properties at the metal–TiO  interface. After transforming Ti C Tx

MXene particles into multilayered TiO  through thermal annealing, thin layers of Au or Ag were asymmetrically deposited
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on their surface via sputtering. The resulting micromotors were tested in pure water with H O  as fuel. Under UV light,

both types of micromotors exhibited self-propulsion, with Au-TiO  micromotors demonstrating superior velocities

compared to Ag–TiO . The higher speed of Au–TiO  micromotors was attributed to the stronger built-in electric field at the

Au–TiO  Schottky junction (a consequence of MXene derivation). This field enhances the separation of photogenerated

e /h  pairs in TiO  and promotes hole accumulation at the interface. In the presence of H O , micromotors deposited with

different metals present different self-propulsion movements, highlighting the importance of metal–semiconductor

interfaces (considering electronic properties) and the impact of the choice of metal on the performance of the micromotor.

Au–TiO  micromotors showed a slight enhancement in velocity when exposed to UV light, whereas Ag–TiO  micromotors

exhibited self-propelled motion even without UV light, driven by self-diffusiophoresis. When exposed to UV light, Ag–TiO

micromotors demonstrated the highest propulsion speed due to the combined effect of Ag catalytic activity and self-

electrophoresis.
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